SRFI PRESIDENT STANDS FOR WSF VP

ASIAN TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS POSTPONED

SRFI MOBILE APP

INTRA CITY SCHOOL CHAMPIONSHIP

WORLD SQUASH DAY 2020

SRFI National Circuit still suspended
NATIONAL CIRCUIT STATUS

During the suspension of the SRFI Circuit, we have been in contact with the various stakeholders to ensure that we will be able to reschedule as many of the tournaments that could not take place earlier this year.

Due to the continued increase in COVID-19 cases across the country we are left with no option but to postpone the Sub-Junior / Junior Nationals which was scheduled in October / November 2020. A final decision regarding the event will be taken in November or till such time we receive directives from the Government of India.

Your health and safety is of utmost importance to us; hence, our plans to restart the circuit will be in collaboration with all stakeholders, once the situation improves.

As you are aware the present SRFI national rankings have been frozen since March 2020. On resumption of the national circuit, the seeding for the first 6 championships will be based on the March 2020 rankings. Thereafter, the usual ranking system (12 month rolling) will come into effect.

Finally, the SRFI has also decided a 50% waiver of I-SPIN 2021 renewal fee for all those who had paid their I-SPIN 2020 fees.

As the health and safety of each and every member of our fraternity continues to be our priority, the national circuit will continue to remain suspended.

SRFI PRESIDENT D. SARANGI TO STAND FOR WSF ELECTIONS FOR POST OF VICE PRESIDENT

The SRFI has nominated Mr. Debendranath Sarangi’s name for the post of Vice President of the WSF managing committee for the term 2020-2024. We wish him all the best.

ASIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

Due to the extension of the Recovery Movement Control Order to 31 December 2020 in Malaysia wherein no international participants and audience are allowed to take part in sports activities, the ASF’s Executive Committee, in consultation with the Management Committee, has decided to postpone the 2020 Asian Team Championships to next year. Furthermore, the 2020 Asian Junior Individual Championship to be held in China has been cancelled.

WATCH ALL THE MATCHES LIVE @ INDIASQUASH TV
www.indiasquashtv.com
The countdown for the launch of the much awaited SRFI Mobile App has finally begun! The SRFI in collaboration with software testing company Codoid, will officially launch its new website and mobile app with many new features. The app will have the facilities that include ISPIN Basic and ISPIN Pro registration system, tournament registration and withdrawal system, list of registered players as also details of tournaments. In due course, Codoid will work on bringing out the next version of this App with added features like a new ranking system, coach assessment and management systems as well as live streaming of matches, player tracking among others.

10.10.2020 IS WORLD SQUASH DAY (WSD)

To commemorate this day, the SRFI will promote the sport on its social media handles. We have requested players to post their videos on innovative ways of playing squash on their social media profiles.

INTRA CITY SCHOOL CHAMPIONSHIP

In states where squash has begun, SRFI proposes that hosts conduct city/district level competitions. These events shall be for junior players between the ages of 9 to 17. The rules & regulations would be provided to hosts for the conduct of these events. Interested hosts can get in touch with their state associations or with us by email.